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Abstract 

Stora Enso’s (SE) division consumer board has launched a World Class Manufacturing (WCM) 

investment throughout all their production units in the world. An internal education program 

started a project to reduce short stops in the packaging line at the mill in Skoghall, Sweden.  

This thesis seeks to evaluate a continuous improvement (CI) project and distinguish some of 

the key factors for SE to succeed with another implementation in the future. The project will 

involve operators in the CI work and together with these shift teams made a structured way 

of working with short stops. The data collection methods have both been qualitative and 

quantitate such observations, conversations, meetings and stop data from the internal stop 

and interruption program. This thesis indicates that SE has started their journey towards WCM 

but many obstacles are in their way. A change of focus and involvement will be needed to 

succeed in the future.  

Keywords  

World Class Manufacturing, Lean, 5S, continuous improvements. 
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Sammanfattning 

Stora Ensos (SE) division consumer board har investerat i konceptet World Class 

Manufacturing (WCM) på alla bruk i deras organisation. I ett internt utbildningsprogram så 

startades ett projekt för att minska korta stopp på avdelningen emballeringen på bruket i 

Skoghall. Det här kandidatexamensarbetet har utvärderat ett ständiga förbättringsprojekt och 

tagit reda på vilka faktorer som påverkar SEs framtida försök att lyckas med en ny 

implementering.  Projektet har försökt involvera operatörer i det ständiga förbättringsarbetet 

för att de tillsammans mellan skiftlag ska skapa ett strukturerar sätt att arbeta med korta 

stopp reduktion. Datainsamlingen har varit både kvalitativ och kvantitativ. Kvalitativ 

information i form av att operatörer har observerats när de arbetat, samtal med anställda och 

kvantitativ genom att sammanställa stoppdata i stopp och avbrott programmet. Denna 

uppsats indikerar att SE har startat sitt arbete mot en mer strukturerad arbetsplats enligt 

WCM men att de fortfarande har mycket kvar att göra. I framtiden krävs ett nytt fokus och 

mer engagemang hos de anställda för att lyckas med förbättringsprojekt.  

Nyckelord 

World Class Manufacturing, Lean, 5S, ständiga förbättringar. 
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1 Introduction 

This Bachelor’s Thesis is made together with Stora Enso. This section contains an introduction 

to Stora Enso and the background information to this project and thesis. The thesis purpose 

and problem description will be shortly described.  

1.1 Background 

Stora Enso (SE) is a leading provider of renewable solutions in packaging, biomaterials, 

wooden construction and paper on a global market. Their aim is to replace fossil based 

materials and processes to more environmental friendly options (Stora Enso, 2017a).  SE is a 

fusion between the Swedish company Stora and the Finnish company Enso and has mills and 

sales offices all over the world. However, Europe is their main market which stands for about 

75% of their turnover. The headoffices are located in Helsinki, Finland and Stockholm, Sweden.  

The SE mill in Skoghall, Sweden is a part of the division consumer board. Consumer board 

division is manufacturing fiber-based packaging solutions using renewable and recyclable 

materials. The consumer board division manufactures about 3135 million tons board every 

year (Stora Enso, 2017b). To retain their position in the top of the pulp and paper industry the 

consumer board division are together making a World Class Manufacturing (WCM) investment 

to increase their efficiency, quality, safety and customer satisfaction (Stora Enso, 2017c). WCM 

can be defined in two ways, a set of tools or a philosophy for continuous improvements (CI). 

In similar, both of these approaches put weight in employee’s behavior and in structured ways 

of working. All mills in this division have an internal education to improve the employee’s 

knowledge about CI work. These employees are divided into several groups where they try to 

apply their skills and knowledge to known processes at their respective mills and then they 

meet up during several occasions to teach and learn from each other. This thesis will 

participate and evaluate one of the CI projects at SE Skoghall.  

SE Skoghall is at this moment investing in something they call X10, instead of WCM. Where 

the leading profiles in Skoghall are trying to make everyone understand what values and goals 

SE Skoghall have for the next upcoming years. They put a lot of effort in safety since that have 

been a problem at Skoghall for a time. Furthermore, they want to increase their productivity 

with about 2% in 2017. To increase productivity, a standardized way of working with problems 

is usually very efficient (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012).  
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This CI project is seeking to involve operators in the CI work. Operators will be taught how to 

make a root cause analysis and how to solve these problems in a structured way with 5 Why 

as a tool etc. As the operators are to be experts in their departments it is suitable if a 

structured way of working with problems are implemented in their daily work (Peterson et al., 

2009). 

1.2 Problem 

An implementation of WCM cost money; it will need resources and engagement from 

employees. The company is eager to see the implementation return its yield. Most of the CI 

implementations are a failure. Often because there is not enough engagement and feedback 

from managers (Fekete, 2013). Research about CI shows that to succeed the company needs 

commitment from leaders, a good quality culture and employees need to communicate with 

each other (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012).  SE works with CI but the packaging line still needs an 

improvement in performance to avoid being a bottleneck when the two board machines (BM) 

are running at 100%. Therefore, this department is well suited to have a CI project.  

1.3 Purpose 

This thesis purpose is to participate and evaluate a CI project which is a part of a bigger WCM 

investment plan. The CI project will be working with short stop reduction in the packaging line 

at the SE mill in Skoghall. The packaging line can be seen as a bottle neck in the manufacturing 

process. Implementations of different WCM tools will be done to improve performance 

indicators, such as the amount of time short stops delay the production. Furthermore, this 

implementation of WCM seeks to involve the operators more in the CI process and together 

between shift teams make a structured way of working with short stops reduction. The 

evaluation will distinguish certain key factors what makes or does not make a WCM initiative 

successful.  
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2 Theoretical framework 

This section will introduce the theoretical framework used while writing this bachelor’s these. 

These theories are required to make an implementation of some WCM tools. The theoretical 

framework section begins with a brief introduction to WCM. It continues with a more detailed 

introduction to lean history, what principles it is grounded in and practical tools which have 

been used in the process for solving problems. Furthermore, these tools have been used to 

collect quantitative and qualitative data and to present it for employees at Stora Enso. 

2.1 World Class Manufacturing 

The term WCM was first used by Hayes and Wheelwright in 1984 in their book Restoring our 

Competitive Edge: Competing through Manufacturing. They describe WCM as a set of 

practices, implying that the use of best practices would lead to superior performance. The 

book addressed the American industry to neglect competitive manufacturing strategies and it 

resulted in a loss of productivity, especially toward Japanese industries. The book describes 

how American industries can change in terms of manufacturing capability to regain a 

competitive advantage towards the global market (Fekete, 2013; Hayes & Wheelwright, 

1984).  

Becoming a WCM is a suitable goal for a manufacturing company. For some of them it might 

be to become the best in the world in a specific manufacturing sector and for others it can be 

to increase their performance to continue being a competitive company on today’s global 

market (Fekete, 2013). WCM is referred to as manufacturing excellence and is deemed to be 

demonstrated by CI in manufacturing performance, as well as business performance through 

indicators, such as productivity, cost reduction and market share (Okhavat et al. 2012). WCM 

are to be seen as a goal for a company and are a framework for CI which consist of many other 

theories and/or practical approaches such as 5S, lean, poka-yoke, kaizen etc.  

When implementing the WCM concept it is crucial that the companies understand and identify 

their critical factors that affect the implementation process and addresses them effectively to 

avoid failures and receive benefits (Fekete, 2013). Fekete (2013) also states that the most 

important factors when implementing WCM is; management commitment, quality 

department, CI and customer involvement.   
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2.2 Toyota Production System and Lean 

The manufacturing industry has been known for its competitiveness during the last centuries. 

Toyota Motor Corporation has been successful in this competitive market, a lot of this success 

can be found in Toyotas values and principles for its employees and the company itself 

(Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012). Lean is based on Toyota Production System (TPS) which was first 

presented by John Krafcik’s article Triumph of the Lean Production System in 1988. The term 

Lean got its global recognition from the book The machine that changed the world written by 

Womak, Jones and Roos in 1990. Taichi Ohno who is considered to be the father of TPS 

released his book Toyota production system – beyond large scale production in 1988. These 

books and articles received a breakthrough as they were the first to acknowledge the 

performance difference between Toyota and the western car manufacturers (Bergman & 

Klefsjö, 2012). Lean and TPS have been a subject with a great number of researchers, therefore 

several of definitions terms such as Lean, Lean Production and Lean Management have 

originated. However, in this thesis the decided term to use is lean. 

2.2.1 Lean  

Lean is a multi-dimensional approach to increase productivity by eliminating wastes in the 

production. It has a wide variety of work practices and organizational design. This differs from 

the traditional way of looking at manufacturing, the Taylor-Ford view (Leoni, 2012). Lean can 

be observed from two different views, one philosophical perspective which relates to guiding 

principle and a practical perspective which is a set of organizational design and work practices 

that are linked to better performance and can be directly observed (Leoni, 2012). The concept 

of lean is to reduce the hidden wastes in processes, which is any human activity that uses or 

absorbs resources but creates no value for the user (both for the company and the customer) 

(Okhovat et al., 2012). Waste is a symptom of malfunction. Detection and elimination of the 

root causes of problems represents the underlying foundation of lean (Fekete, 2013). The 

hidden wastes according to Bergman & Klefsjö (2012) are presented in Table 1. However, the 

concept lean is not only a set of tools that assist in identification and the continuous 

elimination of waste, followed by quality improvements, reduced production time and a cost 

reduction. It is a way or working in a smooth way, steadily removing unevenness in processes 

rather than removing a waste per se (Leoni, 2012). 
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Table 1. The 7+1 wastes (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012). 

 

Waste in Japanese is called muda. If the wastes can be identified and analyzed it is possible to 

increase the flow efficiency in the factory (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012; Modig & Åhlström, 2012). 

The continuous work to eliminate wastes is a central part of lean. There are according to 

Bergman & Klefsjö (2012) three difficulties to eliminating wastes and can be distinguished as; 

1. Discover the waste 

2. Analyze the waste 

3. Find the right countermeasures to eliminate the waste so it won’t appear again 

In the following headlines the waste principles from lean will shortly be explained according 

to Bergman & Klefsjö (2012). 

2.2.1.1 Waiting 

Employees or details which are waiting for a cycle to end are a waste. If a machine or an 

employee needs to wait for a process or on resources, value is not created and therefore is 

waiting considering a waste (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012). 

2.2.1.2 Excess inventory 

Material and details in the inventory that are waiting are a dead weight for the factory. 

Inventory makes quality problems hard to detect fast as the next process does not receive 

them instantly (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012). 

2.2.1.3 Transport of inventories 

Transportations are not creating value for either the customer or the manufacturer. 

Transportation absorbs resources to work correctly. Transportation time can be added to the 

lead-time. If a transport can be avoided by changing the process flow, a waste has been 

eliminated (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012). 

Waiting 

Excess inventory

Transport of inventories

Overproduction

Overprocessing

Defects

Motion

Unused employee creativity
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2.2.1.4 Overproduction 

Overproduction refers to products that are done before they are needed. One important idea 

of lean is the flow in the factory with a pull system. To produce too much, too soon or too fast 

are to be considered a waste. Overproduction causes higher inventory status, waiting and are 

hiding defects etc. As overproduction does not seem to be a problem by itself, however, if the 

effects multiply with each other it will become a problem (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012).  

2.2.1.5 Overprocessing 

A process which creates products that does not meet the required standards or products that 

need adjustments to avoid future problems are a waste. Furthermore, as an example, to paint 

a detail that does not increase its value are not necessary and therefore it is an unnecessary 

process (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012). 

2.2.1.6 Defects 

Production or modification of defect units are a problem, a costly one and are therefore a 

waste. Even quality controls are a waste but since the real world are not perfect and a certain 

amount of deviations will occur it is still necessary (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012). 

2.2.1.7 Motion 

Motions of employees, units and material in every process are a waste and should therefore 

be minimized as it does not give any value at all (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012). 

2.2.1.8 Unused employee creativity 

 Unused employee creativity is not considering being one of the core parts but has lately 

earned its role as one of leans wastes. The lost time and potential improvements because of 

lack of engagement or lack of conversations between employees. Furthermore, a lot of 

organizations do not use the creativity and a huge improvement potential are gone (Bergman 

& Klefsjö, 2012). 

In the book The Toyota Way Jeffrey Liker (2009) states 14 principles, both philosophical and 

more practical principles as should be in mind when a company making an improvement 

journey or changing their practices. All these principles are important to work with to be 

successful in the future.  These principles can be divided into sections. The principles and the 

sections can be seen in Table 2. Liker (2009) gives an example by installing a Kanban-system 

which is a visible prof or signal to control the flow; a dragging production system can be 
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achieved. Together with this kanban, the process can relate to andon, a visual control 

equipment with light- or sound signals. With this equipment the production area will visualize 

eventual defects, problem with the equipment etc. However, if the employees do not know 

why or have the lean culture these improvements will fade away if it is not maintained. The 

Toyota Way means that it is the people who cause the system to continuously live and improve 

by working, communication, solve problems and develop together. If the project results live 

six months after the implementation, there will probably live on forever (Liker, 2009). To reach 

The Toyota Way are every implementation projects goal, because if an implementation 

reaches that state, it will live on (Liker, 2009).  

Table 2. Jeffrey Likers (2009) 14 management principles from The Toyota Way. 

 

Lean today can be seen in various ways with the fundament in eliminating wastes, these 

activities that does not create value for its customer needs to be identified and eliminated or 

replaced with an activity or process that creates value (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012). Modig & 

Åhlström (2012) argues that lean is all about flow efficiency for most industries rather than 

resource efficiency. An example of this is two different details that need to be machined. The 

setup time for both of these details is 10 minutes, for detail A the machining takes 30 minutes 

Section I Long-Term Philosophy.

Principle 1 Base your management decisions on a long-term philosophy, even at the expense of short-term financial goals.

Section II The Right Process Will Produce the Right Results.

Principle 2 Create a continuous process flow to bring problems to the surface.

Principle 3 Use pull  systems to avoid overproduction.

Principle 4 Level out the workload (work like the tortoise, not the hare) (heijunka ).

Principle 5 Build a culture of stopping to fix problems, to get quality right the first time.

Principle 6 Standardized tasks and processes are the foundation for continuous improvement and employee empowerment.

Principle 7 Use visual controls so no problems are hidden.

Principle 8 Use only reliable, thoroughly tested technology that serves your people and process.

Section III Add Value to the Organization by Developing Your People.

Principle 9 Grow leaders who thoroughly understand the work, live the philosophy, and teach it to others.

Principle 10 Develop exceptional people and teams who follow your company’s philosophy.

Principle 11 Respect your extended network of partners and suppliers by challenging them and helping them improve.

Section IV Continuously Solving Root Problems Drives Organizational Learning.

Principle 12 Go and see for yourself to thoroughly understand the situation (genchi gebutsu ).

Principle 13 Make decisions slowly by consensus, thoroughly considering all options; implement decisions rapidly.

Principle 14 Become a learning organization through relentless reflection (hansei ) and continuous improvement (kaizen ).
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and for detail B it takes 40 minutes. The result is that detail A is done quicker but has a lower 

resource efficiency of 75% vs 80% that detail B have. So instead of having a resource focus, 

industries should have a flow efficiency approach in their lean journey. 

2.2.2 Root cause analysis with 5 Why 

Root cause analysis with 5 Why is a theoretical simple method to analyze root causes for a 

discovered deviation e.g. a waste. It is simple in the way that the methodology is simple to 

learn, to specify specific wastes are however hard (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012). The combined 

cause and effect diagram and 5 Why analysis are a well-known methodology for company’s 

involvement of all their employees in the work towards a waste-free process. To succeed with 

a 5 Why analysis the problem need to be specific enough. General problems such as why a 

process have an average 50 minutes stop each shift, that consist of plenty of causes and are 

therefore hard to analyze (Peterson et al., 2009). Furthermore, it is very important as a leader 

to be clear that it is the process which should be questioned, never an employee. The 

employees are always doing their best, sometimes it goes wrong and then there is suitable to 

use a root cause analysis how that could happen e.g. are the instructions wrong or not clear 

enough? The real problem is often education, their tools and method standards (Peterson et 

al., 2009). 

2.3 5S 

5S is one of the methods for implementation that will form a ground for other improvements 

activities. A proper application of 5S activities will result in a visible change within the factory. 

5S is often the first tool to be implemented when a company decides to start their journey 

towards lean (Petersson et al., 2009). 5S has its origin in Japan and stands for five Japanese 

words; it’s shown in Table 3. The table shows two different perspectives, Hirano’s (1996) more 

practical perspective and Osada’s (1991) philosophical perspective. According to Jaca et al. 

(2014) 5S is one of the most well-known theoretical tool that are used in the world.  
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Table 3. The definitions of 5S, two different approaches (Hirano, 1996; Osada, 1991) 

 

5S is often considered to be a cleaning schedule, which it’s not. The methodology is easy to 

understand but can be hard to implement if the organization is not ready for it. To be 

successful a change in behavior and attitude are required to create a well-functioning and 

organized organization (Petersson et al., 2009).  

Hirano (1996) and Osada (1991) have two different approaches that are complementary to 

each other. Hirano’s approach is a practical one and Osada’s approach are more of a 

conceptual one. When employees are talking about 5S it is often about the practical one that 

Hirano presented in the late 90s and they often underestimate the actual effort in order to 

make it successful and a way of their daily life e.g. embrace the philosophical perspective (Jaca 

et al., 2014). The practical way is a good one to start with in order to increase productivity, 

eliminate wastes and in return to become a more competitive company on the global market 

(Hirano, 1996). When a company have embraced the practical philosophy it is crucial to adopt 

the conceptual philosophy in order to continue to work efficient (Jaca et al., 2014). 

2.4 Key factors for a successful implementation 

For a successful implementation of any kind of CI your company should start in a predefined 

section or department which are one of the bottlenecks for the production (Bergman & 

Klefsjö, 2012). Is it often efficient to start in a small area that will provide minor results for the 

whole company. However, since there is a small area a lot resources can be put there to make 

it succeed. With close commitment from managers and leaders together it is possible to 

motivate employees efficient. Other employees will hear that the project resulted in a good 

Japanese term Hiroyuki Hirano (a tool for eliminating waste) Takashi Osada (a philisophy for life and business)

Seiri
Organisation: Clearly distinguish needed from 

unneeded items and eliminate the latter.

Organisation: To put things in order, to organise 

them. Distinguish between the necessary and 

unnecessary.

Seiton

Orderliness: Keep needed items in the correct 

place to allow for easy and immediate 

retrieval.

Neatness: To have things in the right place. This 

avoid useless searching.

Seiso
Cleanliness: Keep the workshop swept and 

clean

Cleaning: Self inspection and cleaning is 

emphasized to create a faultless workplace; 

everyone should be a janitor.

Seuketsu
Standardised clean up: Stardardize the way of 

maintaining cleanliness.

Standardisation: Continously maintain the 

achieved level of the first three 5S.

Shitsuke

Discipline: Make it a habit of maintaining 

established procedures. This is the most 

critical and complex 5S to implement.

Training or discipline: Instil the ability to do what 

is supposed to be done. Practise the five S daily - 

make it a way of life; this means commitment.
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way and will be more open for future changes. The project can also easily be disbanded if 

expected results are not achieved (Wilson, 2010). Bergman & Klefsjö (2012) supports this 

theory that there are only rare cases where CI tools should be implemented on a large scale 

from the start. Those rare cases are for industries that have trivial complexity in their 

processes e.g. simple manufacturing operations. A packaging operation can in some cases be 

considered as a trivial operation, if the only difference between different orders are labels. If 

the complexity is higher than that, the implementation should be done in smaller scales 

around the company for best effect. 

Wilson (2010) states three questions that every company should consider before they are 

investing in a project; 

1. Do we have the leadership to make this a success? 

2. Do we have the motivation to make this a success? 

3. Do we have the necessary problem solvers in place to make this a success? 

If the answer is no in one of these questions. The project should be postponed until the answer 

is yes. These questions reveal of there is lack of engagement somewhere in the chain, if 

resources can be used and that there will be a demand from leaders that this project actually 

succeed.  

Bergman & Klefsjö (2012) gives many examples on how motivated employees can use their 

creativity to improve their workstations and that it is a underestimated resource. A few of the 

most important tools to get motivated employees are; 

1. The ability to participate and be a part of something 

2. Clear goals with a follow up system 

3. Feedback from management 

Projects needs to receive feedback, there should be supervisors that are experts in those areas 

(Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012; Wilson, 2010). An example of that could be Six Sigma Black 

Belts/Champions, consultants or internal employees that work as CI managers. With feedback, 

the learning loop are faster and therefore the achieved result are usually better than without 

feedback. This knowledge should be passed down to the manager at the specific department 

to sustain the improvements in the future (Wilson, 2010). 
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Jeffrey Liker (2009) states three general tips in order to start the journey towards lean. 

1. Try first, educate after.  

Before a company starts to educate their employees, they should try to make an 

implementation of different CI tools. The employees will not learn anything from watching a 

PowerPoint, more so get tired and reduce the motivation towards CI.  

2. Start with value chain analysis as pilot project to demonstrate CI as a system and 

prepare a demonstration model.   

Within a value chain and from one product group make an implementation to receive a model. 

A model is a system with CI tools implemented, with new work methods etc. Other employees 

can now visit this department and get inspiration from a well-functioning CI system without 

having to visit another factory. It is very crucial that this project get it’s full attention from 

leaders and management as this will state as an example from the rest of the company. 

3. Make kaizen-workshops to educate and make fast changes.   

Use cross functional teams to make fast changes in a couple of weeks, which should take a 

couple of months if done the usual way. Choose the right people, give them the time they 

need and support them with resources. An educated and experienced lean leader is absolutely 

crucial for the upcoming results.  

2.5 Measure for success 

To sustain engagement and motivation in projects the effect should be measured in a way 

that progress can be shown for participants. This is of course measured in different way 

depending on the level of abstraction. For a CI project the number of educated employees, 

reduced stop time and number of countermeasures are practical examples of what could be 

measured. For the leading positions at a company less details are needed, information such 

as how many CI projects are in process at the same time, which resources they need and the 

ambitions with each projects is enough (Wilson, 2010; Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012).   
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3 Methodology 

This section will describe the methodology used in this project and how the research was 

performed to provide trustworthy information.  

This was an internal short stop reduction project for SE employees, that have an internal 

education program. The planned time for this project was 12 weeks. It was supervised by the 

consultant company EFESO Consulting (EFESO). Planned routes depending on how to 

generally solve specific problems have already been conducted and therefore the foundations 

of the CI project had been planned. The route was planned according to EFESOs routines on 

how to solve breakdowns, short stops etc. The short stop reduction route can be seen in Figure 

1 and are described in the following five steps.  

1. Identify and describe short stops, start data collection 

The identification started during a team meeting in February with almost every employee at 

the packaging line, except a few operators who had to work. The data collected 2016 was 

presented and the operators could choose the problem they felt was most annoying. Further 

description can be seen in the data collection headline.  

2. Restore basic condition in critical areas and set standards 

However, the route was not entirely followed since SE are a process industry and therefore 

some departments cannot be completely shut down unless there is a planned maintenance 

stop at their both BM, they are named BM7 and BM8. These stops generally occur two times 

a year, unfortunately not during this time period (Mars-May, 2017) so an initial cleaning could 

not be done. However, the critical areas were inspected by members from the WCM project, 

operators and maintenance employees when there were unplanned stops for various reasons. 

Some updates in the daily 5S rounds were needed after the inspections. 

3. Study short stops circumstances and identify root causes  

A team board was made to study the circumstances and find root causes and possible 

countermeasures in the chosen problem areas. Further description can be seen in the team 

board headline. 

4. Implementation countermeasures and monitor results 
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An action plan was made to delegate certain tasks for the following weeks and to write down 

who was responsible for the countermeasures during the weekly meetings. By doing this, 

people had a responsibility to do their given task until the next meeting where the results 

could be followed up.  The results are taken directly from the stop and interruption program 

which is the internal program that the operators encode problems that occur.  

5. Set standards to hold the gains 

The new standards are set to be updated in the 5S schedule which the operators have in their 

daily work schedule. If necessary, educate employees in the new way of working.  

 

Figure 1. The short stop reduction route followed in this project (copyright EFESO Consulting & Stora Enso). 

3.1 Data collection 

The collection of data from the packaging line has been a mixture between qualitative and 

quantitative information. Qualitative information has been gathered by observing and talking 

to employees with various titles and tasks within the consumer board division. Mostly 

employees connected with the packaging line (operators, maintenance and managers). 

Employees from other mills have been presenting their methodology and results during WCM 

meetings. The WCM project from Skoghall got feedback from managers and other WCM 

projects from other mills. Qualitative data were also collected during team audits where 

employees from both Finland and Sweden presented their way of working and their progress 
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to improve their respective mill. The data was gathered by informal interviews with a few 

specific questions as shown in the appendix. The employees from Finland were mainly WCM 

managers.  

Quantitative data was collected from the internal stop and interruption program where 

employees, mostly operators encode any stop event. This data was presented as a chart 

during a team meeting, with the goal to include everyone, get a good start and the belief that 

this project was meaningful. Every participating employee had their say which problem they 

first wanted to address. With three scores each, they rated the three most troublesome 

problems they had. See Figure 2 in how the areas were selected. Above the diagram there are 

a few lines which present the operators chosen areas. This was later summarized and below 

the diagram the chosen areas are specified with a circle and arrow towards the problems 

which was addressed to be most annoying. The original char is shown in the appendix as a 

bigger picture so the axis information can be more easily read. 

 

Figure 2. The operators choose three main areas to focus on. Wrapping paper, wrapping disc and rollstorting. 

The areas wrapping paper, wrapping disc and rollsorting was chosen as the areas to improve. 

A new chart had to be made to measure progress in the project and to compare this year’s 

production to previous within the selected areas. In Figure 3 the number of unplanned stops 

and disturbed production can be seen for the chosen areas during the first months in 2016 

and 2017 respectively. The data presented in Figure 3 are the coded stops from the stop and 

interruption program which can be downloaded from SE internal systems. It shows how many 
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minutes within the selected areas the production has been disturbed in some way. As the 

operators chose whenever they code, the unrecorded stops are probably playing a significant 

role in these statistics. However, 2017 have a higher amount of time losses due to problems 

in the production process. The difference between unplanned stops and disturbed production 

are significant. Unplanned stop means that the production has been stopped for various 

reasons e.g. a breakdown. Disturbed production means that the production is still running, 

however, it is not running at 100% of its capacity. In Figure 3 the three most important stops 

have been summarized together to get an overview. 

 

Figure 3. Disturbed production in the chosen areas. 

3.1.1 Introduction to the problems 

In the following sections a short introduction to the problems presented as the most urgent 

ones to deal with according to operators at the packaging line. These problems were the main 

task for the CI project to analyze, countermeasure and then evaluate the results from the 

change. 

3.1.1.1 Wrapping disc 

The problem with the wrapping disc is that it somehow got bended. This resulted in a convex 

or concave geometry and therefore the disc was falling off from the conveyor. The operators 

had to manually reset the system to make it work again. This stopped the production a few 

minutes every time it happened.  
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3.1.1.2 Wrapping paper 

The wrapping paper bended itself when it was going to be attached to the roll. Sometimes it 

resulted in a bad glue line and the paper was not as stretched as it needed to be. This resulted 

in a rupture when the wrapping disc was being placed under pressure.  

3.1.1.3 Rollsorting 

The rollsorting system did sometimes lose a roll in the system (a roll was physically on the 

conveyer but the system did not know that). This resulted in different rolls on the conveyer 

and missed rolls to customers. A picture of different rolls on the conveyers is shown in Figure 

4. The operator had to walk down to the conveyers in the rollsorting area which took about 

five minutes and manually sort it, at a cost of lost production. 

 

Figure 4. A picture from the rollsorting when different rolls were on the same conveyer. 

3.1.2 Observations and conversations 

To observe and have conversations with all the employees connected to the packaging line a 

lot of time has been spent on being present. While following them in their daily work, relevant 

questions have been asked to get insight in their methods, if they are standardized or if its 

best practice. As the work has been almost the same for all operators, the questions are similar 

in its character.  

Observations 
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To understand the way employees worked their way of working have been observed, mostly 

at the packaging line. During the first week it mostly consisted of introducing the external 

project members to the employees who worked in the areas. Notes were taken and 

summarized together after each day. It was sometimes difficult to understand since the 

operators worked in their pace, for new employees it is hard to follow up with what they are 

doing. Especially when they are observing the system and an error occurs. The problems can 

often be seen on a computer screen but it was often solved before anyone from the WCM 

project understood what the cause of the problem was before it was eliminated. 

The days were often structured with a morning meeting. Observe the routines, how they 

started the day and if managers used the meetings to motivate, follow up on previous 

problems and give feedback to their employees.  

Conversations 

The conversations were held with various employees who in some way had interest in the 

packaging line, they are not to be formal interviews because mostly these conversations took 

place in their own office or workplace. Conversations were held with operators, managers, 

WCM managers from other mills during the WCM meeting in Helsinki and the mill manager in 

Skoghall. Even though the conversations were spontaneous it was semi-structured with a few 

questions that were always asked. If it was suitable the employees would show how they are 

currently working with CI and how their problem-solving process worked. 

Unstructured conversation questions 

1. Describe your role and the task associated with your role? 

2. Are you happy with your position and your main tasks? 

3. What is WCM and what is your opinion about it? 

4. In what way does it affect you in your daily work? 

5. How can it be improved for your future daily work? 

No one had asked the operators about WCM and how it influenced their daily work and 

routines at the mill. Some sections at the mill were asked in how much they knew about WCM, 

questions were asked at the packaging line, the cutting line, BM7 operators, BM8 operators, 
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the mechanics, people who worked with instrumental issues, people who worked with safety 

and a department working with supply chain management and customer support (who does 

not belong to the WCM initiative as the production sections do). 

3.1.3 Team Board 

A team board was made by the WCM team together with the operators in order to involve 

every operator and was placed close to the control room, see Figure 5. The board is structured 

with a description of the problem and if it is suitable a picture of the problem (the left first of 

the board). It’s followed by a cause and effect diagram with 5M (Man, Method, Machine, 

Material and Environment; in Swedish; Människa, Metod, Maskin, Material och Miljö) which 

the problems can be described into certain categories and therefore put extra resources in 

those areas. The third column of the board is a 5 Why sheet. The employees can distinguish a 

certain root cause for the problem connected to the cause and effect sheet. The fourth column 

is an evaluation sheet and a list of specific countermeasures to eliminate the problem/waste 

followed by a after picture to visual motivate the employees that their effort gives results. The 

team board was from the beginning filled in by members of the WCM project but as the 

project went on the operators were educated in how to fill in the board by themselves. 

 

Figure 5. The team board outside the operator’s room. 

3.1.4 Documents 

Internal documents regarding WCM Expert Training have been available during this project. 

These documents contributed to what SE view on WCM is and how they can work with it in 
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their industry. This was later analyzed and compared with other sources of information e.g. 

quantitative data or when having conversations with employees. 

3.2 Measurements for progress 

To motivate and see progress in the project quantifiable measurement regarding the 

reduction in stop times and number of countermeasures were taken. A more subjective 

measurement were how the employees engaged in the project (Wilson, 2010). The 

quantifiable measurements were weekly discussed during the weekly meetings and new 

action plans were made according to the performance from the week before. The employees 

could see the countermeasures, when they were done and if they were finished. Together 

with the Team Board, employees could together discuss work from last week and which task 

that was the goal the same week which gave them an overview if they recently had a longer 

break because of the shift schedule.  

3.3 Analysis of data 

A simple way to present quantitative data such a production stop time and costs are with a 

chart (Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012). The data and findings will also be presented in a structured 

way so it represents the reality as precise as possible. A lot of literatures on the subject have 

been read to analyze and interpret the data as knowledge on the subject was needed to 

understand different practices and routines. The analysis could consist of which category the 

data should be defined as (for example the 5M described in the Team Board section). How to 

interpret the result from those categories and then present them in a structured way for 

operators etc.  

Large amount of data collected via the internal system, conversations and literature was 

structured, categorized and summarized in Excel sheets. From this it is possible to make 

graphs, figures and tables to present it. 
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4 Results 

In this section the result from this project will be presented. Both improvements that indicates 

a difference in productivity and how involved employees were in the project. 

4.1 Results in the chosen areas 

In this headline a brief commentary about the actions that have been taken and actions that 

are planned to be further investigated in the future.  

4.1.1 Wrapping disc 

Two root causes are being planned to investigate further. The first one is that the moisture 

levels are probably uneven during different season e.g. dry at the winter and more moisture 

in the summer. A moisture sensor has therefore been ordered and 5S schedule have been 

updated to schedule if moisture is one of the problems causing the wrapping disc and maybe 

even wrapping paper to bend. The other one is the variation in qualities on the wrapping disc 

material. Meetings with a purchaser about that this is a problem and that the wrapping disc 

should be made of primary material not secondary as now. They also have quite a big 

inventory of that kind of material, about 600 tons which is unnecessary if they started to use 

primary and manufactured primary material just for the discs. 

4.1.2 Wrapping paper 

A root cause which was expressed during a 5 Why session with the operators was that the 

brakes might be too tight or worn out which resulted in a tension as the machine draw the 

paper forward. This tension resulted in a bended wrapping paper, like a lace used on a present 

where the tension is created by using a scissor. Maintenance are going to tear the wrapping 

paper holder down and see if there is a problem with the brakes during next big maintenance 

stop. 

4.1.3 Rollsorting 

The stop time in April seen in Figure 7 are probably because two broken springs was detected 

and replaced during these unplanned stop inspections together with maintenance and the 

operators. This however, did not eliminate the whole problem and therefore a new standard 

to clean and investigate more often have been introduced to both operators at the packaging 

line and the maintenance personnel. A picture of the broken spring is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Picture of a broken spring on a conveyer in the rollsorting. 

4.1.4 Results in the chosen areas 

The disturbed production and unplanned stops after the project can be seen in Figure 7 

compared to the graph in Figure 3. The disturbances are very volatile but moving in the right 

direction in April e.g. the time losses are less than previous year, mostly because the actions 

was mostly taken in late March or April. The trend 2016 were moving in the wrong direction, 

2017 seem to go towards less interruption from unplanned stops and disturbed production in 

the future, even though it is quite a significant variation. This change in trend probably is an 

effect of several small root causes that have been identified, analyzed and eliminated, such as 

a broken spring, dusty sensor etc. 
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Figure 7. Disturbed- and unplanned production stops at the end of the project. 

4.2 Conversations & involvement 

On a general level, most people were positive to the problems that were going to be solved 

together. However, one of the biggest troubles encountered during this thesis work was the 

lack of involvement within the factory in every level of the hierarchy. It was just not the ground 

level employees such as operators but also managers. The shortage of motivation to really 

make a change by just try to solve their daily problems was spread in every position. By talking 

about the problems that the operators encountered every day the operator said “which 

problems? I haven’t had a problem all day long”. Trying to convince this person that without 

CI, the productivity will just decrease instead of increase because of the daily wear the 

machines suffered were hard.  

Higher up in the hierarchy the engagement was still low for these kinds of implementations. 

The CI project group invited managers from higher levels to attend the weekly meetings such 

as HR, production- and sections managers were invited on a weekly basis but were seldom 

attending the meetings, see Figure 8. This led to a lack of insight in the projects progress and 

therefore it was struggling to release the needed resources for these implementations. 
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Figure 8. The weekly meetings attendance list. 

Out of 39 people questioned, 14 people who worked as operators knew the WCM stands for 

World Class Manufacturing but did not know what it meant and how it could be used. In every 

control room entered in the production, very few knew what WCM was. However, people who 

were outside production, people who does not really work with WCM were giving acceptable 

answer in about 50% of the cases e.g. they knew that it stood for World Class Manufacturing 

and were often talking about improvements in a sort of structured way. The results from the 

questions are shown in Figure 9. A manager said that operators do not really have to know 

what WCM stands for. If they know about the specific methods that Skoghall are implementing 

now. The different levels represent the employee’s knowledge in three categories; acceptable, 

inadequate and insufficient.  

• Acceptable is the category when the employee could say what the main point of WCM 

is. Answers such as structured way of working and continuous improvements were 

common. 

• Inadequate is the category when the employees knew what the acronym WCM stands 

for. They often knew about the big initiative that SE did two years ago but that’s about 

it.  

• Insufficient is the category where the employees knew nothing about WCM, absolutely 

nothing.  

Name Title Function V7 V8 V9 V10 V11 V12 V13 V14 V15 V16 V17 V18 V19

Operator Shift A,B,C,D,E,F,U Owner x o o x x o x o o o x x o

Technician Technician Responsible x o x x o x x o o x x o x

Rickard F Internal WCM Support x o x x x x x x x x x x x

Sam L External WCM Support o o o o o x x x x x x x x

Per P Internal WCM Support x o x o x x o x x o x x x

Per E Internal WCM Support x x x o x o o x x x o o o

SM Section manager Sponsor x o o o o o o o o o o o o

UH Maintainence Support o o o o x o o x o o o o o

Attended x Absence O

Meeting Attendance
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Figure 9. Knowledge about WCM. Questions to various departments at the Skoghall mill. 

This became a problem, it is hard to convince someone to change their behavior, but if they 

do not know the theoretic behind why the changes are implemented it will be even harder. 

This led to the fact that changes had to be done in the approach with motivating the operators. 

Before questions were asked, a brief introduction what WCM was, how other companies work 

with it and how effectual it can be if everyone believe in it. The information was mostly about 

lean and 5S and how it could change their current situation, if they just changed their values 

and behaviors towards their work and SE as a company.  

In the packaging line they have a manager who, according to operators at the packaging line 

does well when dealing with problems e.g. the manager often solves the problem, the 

problem is that the manager solves the problem by himself. The operators should localize the 

problems and come up with suggestions together, before they hand over the problem to a 

second part. As all the operators have been there at least a few years, they probably know 

more and could make better improvements if they worked together with their manager. They 

were asked if they had infrastructure when they do improvement suggestions. “No, we just 

tell our manager the problem and he deals with it”. Companies as big as this, usually have a 

suggestion box. An operator who had been there for about 35 years was asked if they had a 

suggestion box. “No idea, we just talk with our manager about our problems”. It is good that 

there is a manager who does something about problems. However, they are not doing this in 
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a structured way. So, it led to the question “What if this manager quits? How will you solve 

the problems then?”, they did not have any good suggestions.  

4.2.1 Usage of the Team Board 

As weekly updates were done on the team board it was necessary for both operators and 

managers to attend weekly meetings or ask someone who attended to be updated on the 

project progress. Every week countermeasures were planned or scheduled for maintenance 

stops, mostly cleaning and overall maintenance were planned during these big stops. A 

discussion was held regarding if it should be a weekly maintenance stop for about 30 minutes 

was a lot of resources were focused on the packaging line in order to clean and maintain the 

countermeasures.  

The overall usage of the team board was low when the WCM project members was not 

present. Some shifts did a really good job and participated a lot and from these ideas and 

shifts the project could make countermeasures. Other shifts did not participate at all which 

led to stagnation of the project during their shifts. Because this project was meant to involve 

operators, if the operators did not engage by themselves the effort were put in those shift 

teams that participated to encourage them to continue.  
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5 Discussion 

In this section the result will be discussed. As involvement has played a major role in this 

project it will mainly be discussed. WCM as a concept will be discussed since SE Skoghall have 

during the past years gone from three WCM managers to one, who are not even working with 

WCM fulltime. In the end of this section there is methodology criticism and other learnings 

from this project.  

5.1 Changes since the start of the project 

During this project there have been some changes in the daily routines for the employees in 

the packaging line. There has been progress with all three chosen areas but most effort were 

put into rollsorting and wrapping disc because these were considered as troubles that did not 

require a further investment but rather more preventive maintenance. Rollsorting had 

massive troubles in the beginning as it broke down and only one out of two possible conveyers 

were in use. Some spare parts had to be ordered before the maintenance team could repair 

with which reduced the maximum capability of the rollsorting which probably led to a higher 

number of short stops than regular. The main shortcoming with this part of results is the non-

existent initial cleaning that would have been necessary to go through, inspect and clean 

equipment.   

Wrapping disc did not change during this project period but initial steps were taken to succeed 

better in the future. With the new moisture sensor to stabilize the moisture levels and 

discussions about upgrading the disc quality have a good chance to improve this area results 

in the future.  

The operators said that one root cause could be the brakes being worn or installed differently. 

Maintenance would look through this problem during the next maintenance stop so they also 

would have time to order new spare parts. Another root cause were the different ways of 

installing the paper in its position, discussion between the shift teams are necessary to reduce 

problems were different teams do it differently in the future to reduce variation between 

them. 

5.2 Involvement 

The fact that the initial cleaning could not be done is a failure. If the management would 

approve this project and supported it, the results would have been different. By looking at the 
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attendance during meeting the attendance was too low for two managers, the section 

manager and the HR manager. The attendance list is shown in Figure 8. Both are recorded as 

section managers in the attendance list. When talking to WCM managers from other mills with 

similar project, they could stop their BMs quite easy to be able to clean. Even one mill manager 

helped them do the initial cleaning, which suggest that the leadership are very keen about this 

investment. The cultural differences between these mills are quite big since the first line of 

managers at Skoghall did not want to engage in this project, even less to shut down the 

process to be able to clean it from dust and dirt. In the future to be able to do this kind of 

project the involvement from managers needs to be higher otherwise it will end too quickly 

without the effects the project was wishing for in the beginning of the project e.g. The Toyota 

Way was never reached. To compare this with literature in the subject Wilson (2010) states 

that everyone is working for its own benefits. If employees though that participating in this 

project would be a great chance to learn something new and that their manager saw interest 

in it, they would probably participate more. This was not however, the case. The manager saw 

little interest in it and therefore there were no demand. Without the demand, the project did 

not feel like it would benefit employees at the packaging line even though the whole meaning 

of the project was to reduce problems at the packaging line.  

The employees that showed lack in interest and engagement might also have been answering 

question with the general attitude to avoid follow up questions and therefore the answers 

might not always be trustful. Furthermore, as the attitude towards CI is low and the results 

are indicating the same thing as the knowledge about WCM indicated. It is possible that some 

people answered to end the conversation. 

In the future the sections will need feedback from managers if they want to keep the changes 

that have been made. During this time, no managers have ever asked if the 5S rounds have 

been done and if there was any trouble when doing it. If there is no demand from managers 

the operators will eventually stop doing the 5S rounds. Similar with current managers who got 

no demand from the Skoghall leadership to implement WCM in their sections or departments. 

Therefore, will no managers make effort in this type of structured way of dealing with 

problems if no one wants to see the progress. To be successful in implementing CI in the future 

Skoghall should embrace WCM as a concept as the other mills in their division have done. 

Leoni (2012) conclude that to solve problem in a structured way will never be a wrong way to 
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do it. In the future it might evolve something better but for now, this is the best way of practice 

according the top researchers in the world. 

WCM Expert Training project and other projects that are seeking to improve productivity, 

efficiency or working environment etc. should in the future try to engage one WCM manager 

and one first line manager, to assist each other in projects. The first line manager can create 

involvement and set requirements for his/her employees. The WCM manager will provide 

knowledge and practices that with some adjustments will match the sections expectations. 

There is a reason why almost every big company today are working with problems in a 

structured way. The involvement was low and might have been higher if the manager had a 

bigger part in the project and a responsibility to pass on information to his manager. Jeffrey 

Liker (2009) are talking about hoshin kanri which means that you should always establish the 

strategic decisions within your group. Toyotas employees sets challenging goals together with 

their respective manager who will measure and evaluate those goals continuously. Because 

of Toyotas success, SE should copy this and every line managers should be active in these 

projects in his/her area. If the line manager does not have the time, there should not be a 

project in that specific department until the manager have the spare time to give feedback to 

the employees and to actively participate in the projects activities. These goals are generally 

a long-term decision, often a three-year period. The difference between SE and Toyota in this 

case is that SE took in consultancy firms and tried to start CI projects in the whole Skoghall mill 

for three months. As the mill in Skoghall is quite big (800 employees) and does not have a 

trivial manufacturing process. Wilson (2010) mention that CI should be done in small scale in 

different departments over the whole mill during a longer time instead of a big change in a 

few months’ time. Probably did this initiative kill a bit of the employee’s engagement because 

there is nothing left of it, apart from daily meeting boards. Which they are very pleased with 

although some boards need a bit of an update.  

As a reduction in the stop time trend are to be seen. Several countermeasures are made and 

conversations about future improvements are being held the result from the project is good. 

To succeed to involve operators more a demand from their managers will be needed and that 

the managers are leading the project. WCM managers should be sponsors or an internal 

resource for line managers trying to improve their sections according to Wilson (2010). 
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Sponsor means that the WCM manager will be a mentor to line managers in their CI work to 

improve their department/section. 

The biggest problem faced in this company is the lack of involvement. No one wants to do 

more than they should in their work and when they get home they do not think of their work 

anymore. Which are often accepted, but while they are at work, they should be spending their 

time making value for the company. That means, while they’re at work they should be doing 

activities towards CI and their managers need to give them feedback and evaluate the work 

that has been done at least once a week to stay a competitive company in this global market 

or every result from an implementation project will slowly fade away to be completely gone 

after a while. 

Wilson (2010) describes that if a few employees participate, most employees are neutral and 

a few does not participate. Put the effort in the employees that participate, hope for good 

results and the neutral will participate in the next project. If CI projects continues to be 

successful, those who did not participate in the beginning will feel pressure from the rest of 

the shift teams that they are not contributing into their working environment and therefore 

they will participate in the long run. 

Communication could be better between the WCM project and line managers, from both 

sides. This might have had a negative effect on the overall involvement from everyone at this 

section. As been mentioned earlier, if there is no demand from a higher hierarchy level it could 

feel as the project was not asked for and therefore some operators resisted to participate 

because they knew that in the end, no one of their managers would care.  

5.3 WCM as a concept 

The project could be somewhat a failure. Some goals were reached and generally the 

operators were positive about the experience and the work done together. However, a few 

operators did not engage in this project and therefore it had to end earlier, due to various 

reasons.  In the future it will be harder to make an implementation of WCM if that’s the way 

Skoghall will go. Mostly because these operators who did not engage in this project will drag 

down everyone to their ambitions and to the fact that they know if they resist, the external 

employees might leave sooner than expected.   
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WCM needs to be explained more to the employees at SE Skoghall. The knowledge is very low 

about what it means as was shown in Figure 9. In the end, it is just a goal to become the best 

in your market/segment by working in a structured way. This is probably every company’s goal 

in the whole world but with WCM a set of tools and philosophies comes for free.  

X10 should be something that complements WCM, not something that overlook WCM. X10 

contains some good meetings so every employee at SE Skoghall understand each other’s 

values, philosophies and what the leading at Skoghall want to reach in the future. It does not 

have any structure that employees can base their daily work on. X10 just gives a common 

picture for the whole company and needs WCM as a structured complement to be as 

successful as it could be.  

What do the employees think about the WCM investment for about three years ago then?  

Hirano’s (1996) view on 5S was that it is a tool, used to increase productivity and improve the 

organization. The most common thing that has been used during these last three years are 

team boards where the employees have structured meetings. Almost everyone thought that 

these team boards were very good, others wanted them updated slightly but overall the 

response was positive. The consulting firm that stayed there for about three months only 

achieved team boards. Just because SE did not embrace it like a philosophy as Osada (1991) 

argues is necessary for something to live on. They saw it as a tool, together with the lack of 

feedback from managers and missing evaluation of improvements a lot of the other 

implementations died out. Bergman & Klefsjö (2012) have the same view. Feedback is 

necessary for an implementation to stay alive. If there is no demand from your managers, the 

work will not be done in the future, because no one controls if it has been done or not. This is 

probably SE Skoghall’s biggest obstacle to cross in the years to come.  

5.4 Future of WCM 

The future of WCM as a concept are unknown as they no longer have a WCM manager who is 

working fulltime at SE Skoghall. A WCM manager is the key to continue to invest in CI projects. 

Unfortunately, the problem-solving process explained in the team board section where 

operators help their manager to find root causes to problems and the manager can delegate 

out specific task to affected section, such a maintenance or a team of electricians will not be 

used it the future. The updated changes in the 5S rounds are going to be stabilized and a part 
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of future rounds. Ongoing conversations with a purchaser of wrapping disc material are being 

held and hopefully will SE start to buy primary material for their disc in the future to solve 

problems related to material quality. 

5.5 Validity & Reliability 

The packaging line is good coders according to SE. A coder is an employee who in their daily 

work encodes the problems encountered, how long time a production stop took or the causes 

from a stop etc. There is a significant difference between their ways of coding comparatively 

against other departments in how they measure stops. They only code whenever they want. 

This probably means that for short stops <5 minutes seldom are recorded into the system. 

However, the causes for the stop can easily be found. Other departments have a computer 

tracking if they have a stop or not and the operators are just encoding why the machine had 

a stop. This gives a more accurate amount of time for the stops. However, the causes why the 

machine had to stop are seldom coded and therefore no preventive measures can be done. 

The coding is a routine at the packaging department. Only one employee has worked there 

less than one year, which increase the reliability that the problems are coded the same way 

even though it is one year apart. 

5.6 Methodology criticism and learnings 

The aim of this study was to target the operators and involve them more in the problem-

solving process. In the end it was not the most efficient way of working since this relates to 

the general involvement. With more communication between the project, line management 

and operators, a lot of trouble would have been solved instantly. Similar projects need in the 

future to be more of a support to the daily operations rather than trying to make a drastic 

change in a relatively short period of time.  

With less focus on changing with the help of blue collar workers it could have been better to 

focus on management, since they are in the end responsible for their workers and production 

which would probably lead to a higher demand to have an extra maintenance stop to find root 

causes.  
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6 Conclusion 

Studies and literature suggest that for a successful implementation of WCM or lean the 

managers needs to embrace the philosophy and work towards a long-term goal with small 

steps day by day (Ohno, 1988; Bergman & Klefsjö, 2012; Liker, 2009; Pettersson et al., 2009; 

Wilson, 2010). Feedback and presence in the different sections by managers are a key factor 

to succeed with these implementations of a structured way of working. As WCM are both a 

goal and a set of tools it needs adjustments to fit perfect into a process industry but the 

fundamental ideas are something worth to think about, analyze and understand in order to 

succeed with future implementation projects. The WCM department needs more resources 

and to open new project together with line managers to gain new engagement and a new 

attitude toward CI from employees. This project achieved good short-term results but could 

not stabilize the problem-solving process for the future due to not working close enough with 

the line manager. 

The company’s culture will need a change in attitude and X10 are a part of this. Furthermore, 

if the leadership at SE Skoghall used X10 and WCM as complements to each other the culture 

will change and because of this the productivity will increase. X10 as the culture changer were 

the mill sets up goals together and WCM stands for the structured work that will result in 

increased productivity. Stora Enso could therefore continue to be a strong competitor as a 

renewable and fossil free company on a global market. 
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Appendix 

 

Figure 1. The weekly action plan. Who was responsible for the given task, some information about it and when 

it should be done 
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Figure 2. The original chart that were presented for the first team meeting with the employees in the packaging line.  
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